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Seed applicator for sprinkling 
sugar or seeds

Simple sprinkle application for the bakery 
and confectionery industry
The machine allows you to evenly sprinkle 
baked goods and confectionery with 
a layer of toppings of various weights, 
such as sugar, poppy seeds, sesame 
or other fine seeds. Thanks to the simple 
dosing adjustment, you can set the 
desired amount of sprinkles. All excess 
falls directly into the tank thanks to the 
use of conveyor belts. Smooth 
adjustment of the speed of the 
transmission belts and the roller that 
feeds the sprinkles allows for even more 
precise adjustment to your needs. The 
whole machine is made of high quality 
AISI 304 stainless steel and is mobile 
thanks to wheels, which makes it easy 
to move around.
A simple sprinkle application is not only 
a tool that allows for faster and more 
precise sprinkling of baked goods and 
confectionery products.It is also a device 
that will significantly improve the work

in your bakery or pastry shop, saving time 
and money. 
In addition, the high-quality stainless steel 
construction guarantees durability and 
easy cleaning.
As a manufacturer, we focus on the 
quality and functionality of our products, 
which is why our simple sprinkle 
application was made with attention to 
every detail to meet the requirements of 
our customers. Thanks to the mobile 
construction of the machine, its transfer 
from one place to another is easy and 
convenient.



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Seed applicator 
for sprinkling

sugar or seeds
87 x 160 x 142 H 0,35

Type Dimensions[cm]

 

Power supply

230 Volt / 50 Hz

Power [KW]

Seed applicator for sprinkling 
sugar or seeds

Made of AISI 304 stainless steel

Even sprinkling of baked goods and confectionery

Simple dosing adjustment

Possibility to set the desired amount of sprinkles

Mobile on wheels

Easy to keep clean

Possibility of sprinkling with seeds of different grammage
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